
CLEMENCY MATTERS 

 

Pursuant to Rules for Courts-Martial (RCM) 1105, after a sentence is adjudged in any court-
martial (after completion of trial), the accused may submit matters to the convening authority.  
The accused may submit any matter that may reasonably tend to affect the convening 
authority’s decision whether to disapprove any findings of guilt or to approve the sentence. 
 
The convening authority is only required to consider written submissions.  Submissions are not 
subject to the Military Rules of Evidence, and may include: 
 
 Allegations of errors affecting the legality of the findings or sentence; 
 

Portions or summaries of the record and copies of documentary evidence offered or 
introduced at trial; 
 
Matters in mitigation which were not available for consideration at the court-martial;  
 
Clemency recommendations by any member, the military judge, or any other person.  
The defense may ask any person for such a recommendation. 
 

Any person offering such a recommendation is not subject to cross examination or otherwise 
challenged about the basis for or accuracy of the opinion offered in the particular 
recommendation. 
 
The following clemency materials were submitted in accordance with RCM 1105.  In addition, 
the materials contain written matters from the alleged victim and trial counsel.  



23 January 2013 

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

FROM: 31 FW/JA 

SUBJECT: SJAR Receipt 

In the case of US v. Lt Col James H Wilkerson, the SJAR receipt from defense dated 
13 December 2012 was received electronically and is the original document. 

//Signed/AQG/23JAN13// 
ALISA Q. GADDY, SSgt, USAF 
Paralegal, Military Justice 
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27 February 2013 

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

FROM: 31 FW/JA 

SUBJECT: SJAR Addendum Receipt 

In the case of US v. Lt Col James H. Wilkerson, the SJAR Addendum receipt from the accused 
dated 4 February 2013 was received electronically and is the original document. 

I /Signed/ AQG/27FEB 13/ I 
ALISA Q. GADDY, SSgt, USAF 
Paralegal, Military Justice 
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DEFENSE RESPONSE TO STAFF JUDGE ADVOCATE'S 
RECOMMENDATION IS INCLUDED WITH THE 

R.C.M. 1105 SUBMISSIONS 



27 February 2013 

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

FROM: 31 FW/JA 

SUBJECT: SJAR Receipt 

In the case of US v. Lt Col James H Wilkerson , the SJAR Addendum receipt from the accused 
dated 13 December 2012 was received electronically and is the original document. 

//Signed/AQG/27FEB 13// 
ALISA Q. GADDY, SSgt, USAF 
Paralegal, Military Justice 
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27 February 2013 

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

FROM: 31 FW/JA 

SUBJECT: SJAR Addendum Response 

In the case of US v. Lt Col James H Wilkerson, the SJAR Addendum Response dated 
23 February 2013 was received electronically and is the original document. 

//Signed/AQG/27FEB 13// 
ALISA Q. GADDY, SSgt, USAF 
Paralegal, Military Justice 
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AWARDS AND DECORATIONS: 
Defense Meritorious Service Medal 
Meritorious Service Medal, 5 devices 
Air Medal, 2 devices 
Air Force Conm1endation Medal, 1 device 
Aerial Achievement Medal, 1 device 
Air Force Achievement Medal 
Air Force Meritorious Unit Award, 1 device 
Air Force Outstanding Unit Award, 3 devices 
Combat Readiness Medal, 4 devices 
National Defense Service Medal, 1 device 
Iraqi Campaign Medl;ll, 1 device 
Global War on Terrorism Service Medal 
Korean Defense· Service Medal 
Anned Forces Expeditionary Medal 
Air Force Overseas Short Tour Ribbon, 1 device 
Air Force Overseas Long Tour Ribbon 
Air Force Expeditionary Service Ribbon 
Air Force Longevity Service Award, 4 devices · 
Air Force Training Ribbon 
NATO Medal 

Page2of ;t. 



23 January 2013 

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

FROM: 31 FW/JA 

SUBJECT: Request for Deferment 

In the case of US v. Lt Col James H Wilkerson, the Request for Deferment dated 
13 November 2012 was received electronically and is the original document. 

//Signed/AQG/23JAN13// 
ALISA Q. GADDY, SSgt, USAF 
Paralegal, Military Justice 
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27 February 2013 

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

FROM: 31 FW/JA 

SUBJECT: Clemency Response 

In the case of US v. Lt Col James H Wilkerson, the Clemency Response dated 4 January 2013 
was received electronically and is the original document. 

//Signed/AQG/27FEB13// 
ALISA Q. GADDY, SSgt, USAF 
Paralegal, Military Justice 
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a. first, they had the opportunity to take pictures of every room in the house; they did 
not. Instead, we as the defense provided various pictures to the members. The prosecution 
discounted these pictures by implying that the defense would change the pictures. This explicit 
charge against the defense could have been prevented by having OSI do their job and take 
pictures; OSI failed! 

b. Second, OSI had the opportunity to seize any items from the house. They could have 
seized the bed sheets from the bed where the complaining witness stated she slept. Certainly this 
bed would have had her hair in the sheets and other trace evidence from her clothes. osr also 
could have taken DNA evidence from Lt Col Wilkerson to determine whether his DNA could be 
found on any of the complammg wttnesses' clothmg Items. Agam, OSI fat led! 

5. Substantial Incapacitation: In order to be found guilty of the most serious charge, Lt Col 
Wilkerson would have had to commit the acts alleged while the complaining witness was 
substantially incapacitated. There was uncontroverted evidence that the complaining witness 
was not incapacitated from alcohol or drugs. Neither was she suffering from any other medical 
condition that would render her unable to appraise the nature of what is going on around her. 
Yet despite being sober, she was unable to feel someone getting in bed with her (under the 
sheets), being touched on her breasts, and having a hand placed down her pants while they were 
zippered? This situation does not make any sense yet on an all-male jury, this point was lost. 

6. Degree of Punishment: Lt Col Wilkerson received a sentence of I year confinement, 
forfeiture of all pay and allowances, and dismissal from the Air Force. This sentence is far too 
severe even if you believe Lt Col Wilkerson committed the offenses. Lt Col Wilkerson had over 
20 years of honorable service without a blemish on his record at the time of the alleged assault. 
He had another seven months of honorable service subsequent to the alleged assault. All of this 
totaled nearly 21 years, or 248 months, or I 081 weeks, or 7500 days of honorable service. Yet 
even assuming Lt Col Wilkerson committed these acts, it was one night out of 7500 nights of 
honorable service. When put into that perspective, the sentence adjudged is far too severe. A 
sentence that docs nothing but tear apart a family that already has been put through far too much 
pain. Furthermore, due to the conviction Lt Col Wilkerson has to register as a sex offender. 
Take that registry and combine it with a federal, felony conviction and a dismissal from the 
service and Lt Col Wilkerson now has to overcome three life sentences. Additionally, others 
have been convicted of far more charges and egregious conduct and received lighter sentences. 
Specifically, at RAF Mildenhall a SSgt was convicted of the same charges and others and 
received six months of confinement, not one year. Reducing the sentence in this case will make 
it more in line with other cases while but more importantly, will lessen the impact of an innocent 
man sitting in jail. 

7. I could go on with other issues -- such as the suppressed testimony of Brigadier General 
Milligan, the suppression of truthfulness testimony for Lt Col Wilkerson, the inability of the 
complaining witness to identify what room and bed she was allegedly assaulted in -- but Mr. 
Spinner and others have addressed those issues and I will not rehash them here. However, as 
you can see, there are multiple issues that cause significant concerns with the fairness of the 
court-martial itself, and the entire investigation. These issues, coupled with the impact this 
unfair punishment is having on Lt Col Wilkerson and his family, strongly weigh in favor of 
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BRIGADIER GENERAL PAMELA K. MILLIGAN 

---- 2 was called as a witness for the defense, was swo~ and testified via V..TC as follows_: _ 

3 Questions by the trial counsel: 

4 Q. Could you please state your full name? 

5 A. Pamela Kaye Milligan. 

6 Q. And where do you currently reside? 

7 A. Kialula, Hawaii. 

8 CIV DC: Ma'am, I'm Frank Spinner. I am the civilian defense counsel representing 

9 Lieutenant Colonel Wilkerson in this case. 

I 0 First of all, could you just- and right now, so you understand, we're in what's called an 

11 Article 39(a) session. The court members are not present, and so we're going to go through your 

12 testimony right now based on a government objection. Okay? 

13 WIT: Yes, Sir. 

14 DIRECf EXAMINATION 

15 Questions by the civilian defense counsel: 

16 Q. Okay, I'd like you to begin just by providing the Judge a thumbnail sketch ofyour 

17 employment history. 

18 A. Yes, Sir. You understand that I have been a Reserve officer for 30 years, so that 

19 means that I have had a dual-track career, so it's not easy to do a thumbnail, and I apologize ifi 

20 bore you. 

21 Ah, but, ah, I guess I'll start at the beginning, Sir. I graduated from college; went into 

22 social work. Because of my social behavioral backgroWld, I was recruited into the Ohio Air 

545 



1 National Guard, where I did Social Actions and Equal Opportunity while I attended graduate 

"""2 - school. I graduated from Ohio State with a Master!s Degree in Public-Administration; - - -

3 immediately thereafter left for undergraduate navigator training at Mather Air Force Base. lbat 

4 was a yearlong training; returned to Ohio to fly with the Ohio Air National Guard, and 

S immediately moved back shortly thereafter to California, where I joined the 940th Air Refueling 

6 Group. I was with that Group, professionally, for about 15 years, working my way up through 

7 the normal young aviator career track - instructor/navigator, Chief of Training, and then on to 

8 Mission Support Squadron Commander. 

9 As a civilian during that time, I worked for the Governor of California, George 

10 Deukmejian, for about three years in his local government unit. Started- after I left the 

11 administration, I went to lobby for a local government- county government in California, and I 

12 did that for the next 15 years. 

13 In 2000, I left the 9401h Air Refueling Group, and went to Headquarters Fourth Air Force 

14 as Chief ofTanker Operations; was promoted to Colonel; was subsequently offered a command 

15 opportunity in Hawaii about the same time that Governor Davis was recalled and Governor 

16 Schwarzenegger was brought in as Governor of California, and with the crazy California politics, 

17 I left California for Hawaii. 

18 I commanded the 624th Regional Support Group for four years, and then moved to the 

19 United States Pacific Command in a General Officer billet, where I was promoted to General 

20 Officer in 2009. 

21 Once I was promoted, I could no longer be on orders for PACOM, so they hired me as a 

22 civilian. So currently I work as a civilian as the Chief of Staff at US PACOM J3. Militarily, I 
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27 Dec 12 

MEMORANDUM FOR LIEUTENANT GENERAL CRAIG FRANKLIN 

FROM: MRS. BETH R. WfLKERSON 

SUBJECT: Request for Clemency (Lt Col James H. Wilkerson HI) 

1. Sir, I am Beth Wilkerson, and have been happily married to my husband, Jay, for over 16 years. 
------~B:r-cnfo ..... t,...e-+i+b ... emg-mirr~twcmr-yuu-toiwow Uris. if I had fowtd Jay as the complainant stated, I would not be 

writing th]s letter, nor would I have testified in his defens~instead I would have testified against 
him. I also want you to know that I was married for over 10 years before, also to an Air Force 
Colonel and former fighter squadron commander. Hence, I have no problem leaving a marriage 
when the conditions warrant, and have always enjoyed strong support from my career Air Force 
family. Jay and T arc as close now, perhaps even more, since tbe day we were murried. 1 will stand 
by his side and help plead his innocence w1til my last day. 

2. I am writing to you for many reasons, but most importantly, I want to say this allegation did not 
occur. l testified as such during the Article 32 hearing and following triaL During the trial, the 
Prosecution presented an OSl agent who spent the entire time on the telephone while in our home, 
instead of the agent who actually conducted my interview. Through this, they were able to intimate 
events that did not occur during my interview, instead of presenting the agent who had knowledge 
of what he w as shown and what we discussed. They also dramatically showcased a white lie I 
passed via text message to a close friend, whereupon 1 cancelled a get-together the evening 
following the alleged event. l did this in order to preserve the sanctity of a very delicate situation 
where both Jay and I were helping an Aviano squadron commander and his wife, who were both 
stressed from personal difficulty (which is clearly stated in the Record ofTrial). These dramatic 
assumptions helped create the inference !hall was being untruthfuL l found this mosl troubling and 
soon realized that the Prosecution was not interested in truth. This was further emphasized through 
what the Investigating Officer said to me following the Article 32 whereupon LtCol Paula B. 
McCarron commented, "I don't see how this will go any further". Amazingly, three days later she 
recommended that the case proceed to a General Court Martial. Through this, it appears very clear 
to me that the focus for this case was a conviction at all costs and not a detennination of any truth or 
fact. 

3. Sir, l believe .it is important you know I also have quite a bit of Air Force experience, and feel 
this merits particular weight in my letter to you. My father was a career A ir Force officer and two
time Silver St<:~r recipient; he was killed in a T-33 craslt while returning from an off-station training 
event. My mother remarried, again another ti ghter pilot, who later adopted me and went on to serve 
for over 25 years in the Air Force. He retired at the rank of Colonel and at present leads a non
proJlt aerobatic flight demonstration team dedicated to the memory of fallen warriors. Together, 
my fathers have over I 0 Distinguished Flying Crosses and whi le J am proud of their 
accomplishments, l am certain my experiences as a product of an Air Force up-blinging should 
weigh heavily us to my own credibility. Sadly, the Prosecution attempted to use my family's 
remarkable history against me and to leave the impression that I was a subservient wire. Nothing 
could be further from the truth. Moreover, there were some additional events which occurred 
during the trial that I would like to highlight regarding the 'culture' of fighter pilots, something that 
you are likely aware of as a fighter pilot yourself. As T mentioned, my father was a tighter pilot, my 



ex-husband was a fighter pilot, and Jay also was a fighter pilot. l know the cuJturc. l know what 
they arc, and I know how they act. I also know these antics have absolutely nothing to do with 
sexual assault; however, the Prosecution attempted to link these issues. 1 began to get 1hc feeling 
that my husband was not on trial ; rather, it was the cui Lure of which my husband was a member. 
Sir, you are a member or this very same culture, and it is simply not fair for Jay to pay the price for 
this perception, regardless if these decades-old cultural perceptions are warranted (or not). Further, 
I think I am justi tied in concluding this reflects a service-wide attempt to correct these perceptions, 
as evidenced by the advertisement of a new war of sorts recently touted on the front cover of the Air 
Force Times on December 17t\ 20 12 (Sir, the word "war" is not mine, it was featured on the cover 
as a "war agamst f@1tcr. JOcks"). 

4. I would like to b1iefiy transition and ask that you consider the events alleged with an added dose 
of logic. Why the complaining witness did not accompany Captain Dawn Brock when T drove her 
to the base (a 1.2 mile, 5 minute ride) has mystified me since the day we were interviewed by the 
OSI. Why she did not take the other rides I offered her later, as well as one offered by her best 
fr iend, has also troubled me greatly. Even moreJ I have no idea why she invented the comment I 
allegedly spoke as she departed our home, but "1 really 1iked you," is not remotely close to what I 
would have said to her if the scenario was as she described. There would also have been plenty of 
commotion and the chi ldren in our home would have awakened. They did not. I pray now that you 
will run this through your mind and let logic guide your conclusion. This simply defies logic. ll did 
not happen as the complaining witness alleged. Even her own story changes several times from 
start to fin ish. And, what remains absolutely beyond explanation is how a woman could be in such 
a state of sleep, as per her story, so as to wake to a "very bright light" vice the actions of a complete 
stranger entering her bed while in a strange location and after claiming to exhibit the emotions she 
descrihed only during the trial and never before prior (e.g. "crying on the phone" while speaking 
with Suzanne Berrong, which was not corroborated by either Ms. Berrong or myself). Would you 
not think she would still be on 'edge' and therefore alert to even the slightest disturbance? I would, 
as would every other woman .I know, which is why so many women came to Jay's defense
including her fonner best friend! Again, with logic as your b'Uide, the complaining witness's 
scenario is outside the realm of possible, and for the record, she did not recall the aforementioned 
phone call itself at any point before the trial. Sir, if you ca1mot sec this for what it is, please go back 
and verify what I've said: the facts are clear, as is my truth. l r you do, you will find that I 
continually maintained that the complaining witness never slept in the bed she was offered. I \vould 
know; it was my house. 

5. Sir, I also watched the Air Force lead Prosecutor introduce phone records in the final portion of 
his closing argument where he opined that there were several texts hack and forth bcnvccn Jay and 
myself. He used this as a grandstanding opportunity and implanted suggestions of deceit in this ···
why else would a couple text so much? As you will plainly see on page I of my Anicle 32 
testimony, r testified that Jay and I have a wonderful relationship and ''we text all the time··. Docs 
this now mean we are guilly of something else? I don 'Lthink so Sir, and the truth should be obvious 
as to what thi s really was, specifically, a perfonnancc by the Air Force lead Prosecutor to win his 
case. How else could the complaining witness "remember'' tea and coffee l served her long after 
everyone left, and after T found her roaming our home while talking on the phone'? It is unthinkable 

to me that whal was "forgotten" or "unclear" during tbc Article 32 was part of her definitely 
recallable memory during the trial. 
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How could he have been wrongly convicted? A woman, scorned by the man she was interested 
in, i::; out all night and needs a ride home at 4 AM. She calls a friend who asks "what arc you 
doing out here." She is emban·assed at her situation being associated with the military for only 
six months and begins to make up a story; one version to her friend, another to the medical 
technician where she went to get a drug test because her story at the time was that she must have 
been drugged. Once the tests come back negative, she changes her story again to one of no 
incapacitation at all. She tries to file only a restricted report - no law enforcement- but oops, 
civilians can' t do that. It's too late. Her story is in official channels. It grows. lt changes. She 
tries to back out periodically, but the prosecution has a strong-willed senior officer in charge now 
so she keeps going, changmg more delatls ofher story along the way. Site says shee-ec:t~:anntl<R001tE-----------
rcmember the room she says she slept in or a twenty minute phone call with her best friend. Her 
best friend does not believe her story. She testifies how this whole thing has made her life "not 
the same." 1' ve been a part of three sexual assault cases in my Air Force career and I have 
observed when a woman is sexually assaulted, even as slightly as this allegation is, she is 
hopping mad. This is not this accuser's story. She' s only upset because "her life has changed." 
Finally, within 48 hours of the verdict, she seeks out a friend of the defendant and apologizes. 
She "didn't mean for him to lose his retirement and go lo jail." That is not the sentiment of a 
woman who has been assaulted. 

As you revi ew the testimony, you \Viii see that the fighter pilot culture was on tri al. Colonel 
Wilkerson's past fighter pilot experiences were offered as evidence, even proof~ he is a sexual 
predator. Testimony is filled wilh seat belts in the Vice Wing Commander's car, the common 
(only) r~stroom at Bruni's in Kunsan where no wives should have been, the si nging of fighter 
pilot songs, and burning couches. As you know, the burning of a piano, or couch. is a fighter 
pilot tradition at the completion of a combat deployment. I believe you are familiar with the 
tradition handed do,.vn from our British Allies in World War II and rejuvenated during DESERT 
STORM. You t~re no doubt equally aware of precautions taken to insnre the fire is controlled 
properly. The prosecution was not familiar with the tradition. Burning a couch is a crime in their 
eyes and they made a big deal of it. During this trial , despite having proof the 77111 Fighter 
Squadron from Shaw burned the couch upon -completion of their combat deployment in support 
of the war in Libya; the prosecution repeatedly raised the issue as if Colonel Wilkerson single
handedly burned a couch in an uncontrolled area and manner. As to the seatbelts, the prosecution 
argued that Colonel Wilkerson alone was supremely responsible for two people in the Vice Wing 
Commander's car not wearing seatbelts - there were six officers in the vehicle and it was the 
Vice Wing Commander's car but only Colonel Wilkerson was criminally negligent by not 
enforcing the seathcl1 rule. Really; read the transcript. If thi s were not so serious, it wou ld have 
been laughable. Truly irrelevant, except in today's climate, these fighter pilot traditions and 
seatbelt rules were used to pi le on to support an extremely weak case with a questionable accuser 
to gai n a conviction by a jury to whom these events are foreign; a conviction of an innocent man. 
Condemnation of figh ter pilot traditions is no reason to so grievously harm an officer and his 
wife and son, not even a fighter pilot. Not even in today's environment. 

The prosecution portrayed Beth Wilkerson as lying to protect her husband and his retirement 
General, Beth Wi lkerson left her first fighter pilot husband, and believe me. had she found Jay as 
this accuser said, she would have left him the next day. The character of these two people is as 

2 



high as you will find in the Air Force. As you read the transcript, you will tlnd that to be true. 
The Wilkersons opened their home to a stranger who repeatedly refused rides home becat1se she 
was upset and had nowhere to go. No good deed goes unpunished. Despite their kindness, this 
woman accused him of a crime and his wife of a cover-up and the prosecutor painted both the 
Wilkersons as outright liars - his words. He also.stated the Operations Group Commander at 
Aviano lied and the Vice Wing Conunander testified to cover it up. The only way Jay is found 
guilty is if everyone lied in this case, except the accuser. Four others have to have lied but not 
her? Does that not seem strange? Due to the amount of time I've spent with the Wilkersons, had 
there been any change in their relationship, I would have sensed it immediately. Instead, when I 
amved at Avtano, I found the same loving cot1ple I h~Y'e lrnewn sine~ 2007. Jay Wi lkerson is a 
fine officer and a gentleman and docs not lie. 

My bottom line is as 1 said: r will stake my life on Colonel Wilkerson 's innocence. When you 
read the transcript of the trial, I am confident you wi II see ample reasonable doubt as to the 
accuser's story. Please also note, the OS! made no eff01t to collect any physical evidence either 
at alleged crime scene or fi·om the accuser; they took no photographs, and never asked for the 
bedding or sheets. They wai ted more than three weeks (until two days after SECDEF guidance of 
17 April) to interview Colonel and Mrs. Wilkerson. It is possible the SECDEF guidance of 17 
April 2012 that will "necessarily lead to more prosecutions," and the significant number of AFN 
commercials >Vith regard to sexual assault may have influenced this case. The SECDEF 
guidam;e was briefed to every officer on Aviano and likely to all members of the jury as well. 
Combined with the jury's prohibition against seeing Brigadier General Milligan's testimony, it 
does give pause. Yet, th is episode became even more surreal during the sentencing phase when 
the prosecution focused almost exclusively on the reputation of the Air Force: "We must make 
the Air Force look good." thad hoped that the tntth would prevail but the climate at the time did 
not permit a just outcome. 

Dismissal from the Air Force and the disgrace forced un Colonel Wilkerson after giving nearly 
21 years of honorable service to his country are shameful. The accuser's story of groping, even 
if plausible, did not warrant so severe a punishment. But, the prosecutor sald "we have to make 
the Air Force look good" so the jw-y decided on dismissal- the harshest of punishment poss ible 
except for additional jail time. This sentence was considerably more severe than others for more 
grievous offenses given that the accuser claimed "my pants were never undone" and she doesn't 
know if he touched her outside her pants or inside her pants. Certainly not " penetration" as the 
conviction reads, for how could there have been penetration if her pants were never undone and 
she doesn 't know if his hand w~s ever inside her pants? It depends on which version of her story 
the jury accepted. Dismissal for a changed story ... This conviction also prohibi ts Colonel 
Wilkerson from ever having employment as a pilot. Short of incarceration, this effectively takes 
away his entire life; forcing him to register as a sex offender and look for an entirely new career 
field tor employment. 

Additional ly as you review the transcript you will see the testimony cmd evidence of Brigadier 
General Milligan. Her testimony, although in the record, was never pcm1itted in front of the 
jury. No t permitting the jury to see this testimony was an error as it goes directly to the accuser's 
credibility. Testimony loa willingness to falsify court documents is something the jury should 
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should ensure justice for the accuser as well as the accused. We should not be in a place 
in our military that simply because one person makes a claim against another the result is 
the destn1ction of a life of a dedicated officer and warrior and the lives and future of ail 
entire family. 

The Wilkersons are good hearted, fun-loving and gracious people. As a fighter pilot, you 
must Lmderstand the concept of no-notices. Remember that Jay's superior, the vice wing 
commander, was leading the charge on that evening. Even though unplanned and 
uninvited, Beth would have opened the doors to their home and been hospitable to those 
who entered. She would have tried to do the right thing for those guests- but would have 
drawn the line when it impacted the welfare of the children who were entrusted into her 
care by a friend. Like most mothers, she would have required the nonsense to stop. 

You will have the opportunity, and obligation, to read the transcript of the court-martial. 
During that time, I'm sure fuat you will come to know the facts of the case as intimately 
as f have. However, I feel compelled to raise a few points that I think directly question 
the judgment made by the panel members. Their burden was to convict only if the 
evidence met the test of"beyond a reasonable doubt." 

First and foremost, there is no physical evide nce of any sort making this a credibility 
contest between three people. Given that, there are many examples of contradictions and 
c hanges in the story of the accuser, and things that just don't make sense that would have 
raised a reasonable doubt for me ifl had been a panel member. I am raising only a few 
questions that remain in my mind as l try to wrap my head around how five officers could 
have come to the conclusion that any assault happened and to a guilty verdict: 

• If the accuser had just spent several hours with the accused, how could she not know 
whether or not he had a moustache? This being "moustache March' ' it would have 
been a prevalent facial feature and one noticeable, and memorable, to anyone. 

• Why didn't the accuser leave when her other friends did? Beth gave the accuser's 
friend a ride back to the base, but the accuser did not go. Why not? Why did she 
desire to stay in a house where she knew almost no one and had a room back at base? 

• Later, why didn't she take another friend up on the offer to come and pick her up? 
Phone records show that the accuser was on the phone with this friend longer than the 
amount of time it would have taken her friend to pick her up. Her friend also testified 
that she askt:d the accuser to let her talk to "the wife," but the accuser denied that 
assistance. Why? 

• The accuser states her pants and belt were buttoned/zipped/buckled after the alleged 
assault. How could a grown man get hi s hand down her pants, which were still 
buttoned/zipped/buckled? Moreover, even if he could do this, how could he do this 
without waking her up? 

• During the proceedings, a big deal was made of the fact that the accuser left without 
he r shoes after the alleged assault. So how would she have had the situational 
a'vvnreness to collect her purse and cell phone as she "escaped" but not her shoes? 

• If having been assaulted by a "stranger," why in the world would she have consumed 
a beer with five ne\.V male strangers in the town once she left the Wilkerson home, 
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General Franklin, 

Sir, I write to you today to ask for clemency for my friend, Lt Col Jay "Roscoe" Wilkerson. I greatly desired to 

be present at his court-martial but was unable due to being deployed to Afghanistan. While I wasn't there, I did 

have several close friends who were able to make it to Aviano and from discussing the proceedings with them, I 

understand that one of few things that was proven in the case was that Lt Col Wilkerson was present during the 

burning of a couch. I didn't realize that such attention would be placed on this single issue but from what I'm 

told it was a major factor in the portrayal of Lt Col Wilkerson be ing an out of control officer. I write this short 

letter to explain the events of that evening. 

Last summer, June-September 2011, I had the great opportunity to lead my squadron during combat 

operations over Libya in support of Operation UNIFIED PROTECTOR. While not much was mentioned about our 

efforts, accomplishments or our mere presence in the Operation; we made heavy impacts on the outcome and 

success of the Campaign. We were shot at on every sortie, we knowingly went into active SA-2/3/6 threat to 

destroy key nodes of the lADs, and most sorties had an ASD between 8-10 hours in length (a pond crossing every 

third day). To put it simply, it was incredible to be a part of and like no other experience I've had in my service 

to our Nation. 

We routinely had one day off per month to allow us, both ops and maintenance, to catch our breath. These 

down days were the only opportunity that we had to get together as an entire squadron due to the continuous 

24-hr operations. Whenever we had these down days, we took advantage of them, blew off steam, had role 

calls and were able to celebrate each other's accomplishments I share fighter pilot stories. 

On one of these down days, we had a role call in the courtyard behind the Triple Nickel Fighter Squadron. At 

one point the idea came up to burn a piano ... a fighter pilot tradition dating back to WWII. We didn't have a 

piano but we did have a couch that I owned that I had left at Aviano when my family and I PCS'd back to the 

States. My squadron and I burnt the couch. This wasn't intended in a malice or destructive manner but rather 

as morale, warriorship, and fighter pilot heritage. I'll be the first to tell you that to someone looking in from the 

outside, it doesn't make a whole lot of sense. However, to the guys and gals that were putting it on the line 

each and every day, 6000ft line abreast overhead Tripoli, it was awesome. It was 100% my responsibility. We 

called it in ahead of time so that security forces wouldn't get caught off guard by our actions but they responded 

nonetheless. Roscoe was simply trying to diffuse the situation. Sir, again, it was 100% my doing and I am 

responsible. As I understand, this was a major factor in the outcome of the court-martial, illustrating that he 

was a wild and out of control officer. In the end Sir, he wasn't out of control, he was just trying to look out for a 

friend ... me. If anyone is to blame, it is me as I was the one that allowed it to happen. 

As to the court-martial itself, as I stated earlier, I was unfortunately unable to be there. However, from what 

I've read in the news media and heard from friends who were there, I cannot see how Roscoe was proven guilty. 

I had the pleasure to write affidavits about Roscoe, both his outstanding military characte r and his truthfulness. 

My intention was that once the members had the opportunity to read these letters, they would get to know 

Roscoe, as I have, and it would show them that he wasn't capable of committing an act like this. I've come to 

learn, however, that one of my letters was disallowed by the Court. This is of great concern to me because if the 

members were unable to get a full picture of who Roscoe was/is, how were they able to judge him accordingly? 
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venues, not the least of which was our IDE stint at AFIT. When "Roscoe" spoke, you couldn't 

help but take note. His ability to connect is a gift, one that I got to witness repeatedly but to 

greatest effect while representing his nation at CC-Air lzmir. Staff officers got to see the 

immensely qualified US fighter pilot interact and create new international pathways and 

connections that I guarantee are still proving fruitful for the alliance. Even though I didn't get 

to see him in his Director of Operations role and only sporadically as a commander, he has 

always put his troops first as a mentor, role-model, and leader. 

5. The image of Jay committing the act that he has been convicted of is in complete dissonance 

with what I know of the man. As I stated above, I was not there at the proceedings and can 

only frame my doubts from media attention and conversations with friends and family in 

attendance. From what I know of the case, there seems to be plenty to call into question the 

fairness of the venue and participation. First, a jury of peers should require a "peer" to be 

seated. The fact that medical personnel, consistent with the accuser's background, constitute 

the lion-share of the jurists is counterintuitive to an unbiased proceeding. Second, in an 

evidence-free court martial, a battle of he said, she said if you will, the deference is going to be 

given to those whose character will be judged more solid. From all accounts, Jay's character 

was maligned greatly in this battle while the accuser history is apparently off-lirriits. This fact is 

abundantly obvious reading the Stars and Stripes account of the court-martial as no mention is 

ever made of defense counters to these attacks. I understand after the fact that the trial judge 

would not allow any questions that would impugn the accuser's character even though that it 

would have shed light on her personal history. I don't condone victimizing a victim, but when it 

comes down to character versus character, it should at least be a fair fight. 

6. I respect our system under the UCMJ and frankly, am counting on it to still rise to the 

occasion. Prior to considering a reduction in sentence, I'd ask you to examine any and all 

discrepancies in this case and consider a new trial. I do believe in the UCMJ system and also 

believe there are enough inconsistencies in this instance that Jay will have a significant 

opportunity in the appeal process for justice to be served, a new trial would see it done quicker. 

If you are unable to do so or feel the process has followed the appropriate course, I'd ask that 

you reduce this sentence commensurate with other punishment that has been meted out in 

similar cases. This sentence, on its surface, seems designed to prove the AF can be tough on 

sexual assault and that no one is above punishment, especially an officer. 

7. I have felt personally conflicted in this process. For me, it lies between two possibilities, 

neither of which are palatable. First, either I am not the judge of character that I have been 

developing over 20 years of service, a possibility I'll except if the appeal process concludes with 

no change, or an innocent man is now sitting in jail with his record of service erased. The latter 

is the odds-on favorite in my book. 
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